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CybageKhushboo makes learning grammar fun for scholars

CybageKhushboo has rewarded intellectually curious students with a lot of benefits. One of the benefits
is the interactive sessions to enhance English Language and Communication skills. Continuing the overall
development, Prajakta Albuquerque conducted two more sessions for scholars on basic grammar covering
prepositions and their usage on January 10 and 17, 2016.
In the first session, starting with the flashback of previous sessions on parts of speech and detailing out on
each element of it, Prajakta ensured students get an understanding of the pillars of English language. She
also explained the sentence construction and subject and object identification. However, most of the time
was dedicated to making students learn prepositions. Through these sessions, Prajakta gave students an
understanding of types of prepositions and the rules to follow for their appropriate usage with examples.
She made sessions interactive to explain how prepositions work to connect sentences for making sense out
of it and hence, making the language rich.
In the second session, the students got a deeper dive by understanding prepositional phrases and its
difference from phrasal verbs. Students also learned various transitive and intransitive phrasal verbs.
Towards the end of the sessions, students worked on interesting assignments where they performed role
plays and discussed various prepositions and their usage.
Around 50 students attended the sessions
and were very excited with the teaching
technique used for it being interactive and
interesting. Through this activity, every
student is now able to make and speak
simple sentences with proper preposition
and grammar. The students seemed very
positive about attending further sessions
for further strengthening their hold over
English language.
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